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BIG NEWS

Here is a big news story. Read the story, from page 11 of the newspaper, and then try the puzzle.  
To help you, we have underlined the answers to the crossword puzzle clues in the story – but you  
will need to match the correct word with each clue!

ACROSS
2) Advance (adjective 5)
4) Kept watch on; surveyed (verb 9)
7) Not very often (adverb 6)
8) In a way that gives protection from 
danger or risk (adverb 6)

DOWN
1) Look closely at; observe (verb 6)
3) Warning; alarm (noun 5)
5) Violent acts (plural noun 7)
6) Unmanned aircraft (plural noun 6)

BEACHES in Australia are going to be  
patrolled by drones to keep swimmers safe 
from shark attacks.

The idea was tested successfully in New South Wales last 
year. More than 8,000 drone flights patrolled 1,300 miles 
of beach. Shark attacks halved to just four.

The drones spot sharks swimming too close to the shore 
and trigger an early warning alarm. This gives swimmers 
time to get safely out of the water. Drone flights will  
now become a permanent part of Australia’s plans to 
survey sharks. 

Five hundred large sharks have also been tagged. Some of 
the largest sharks in the world can be found in Australian 

waters. The tags track the sharks and 
also trigger an alert if they swim too 
close to beaches. 

In other shark news, a team of 
scientists have found two new species 

(types) of sixgill sawsharks in the Western Indian  
Ocean. This shark is rarely seen and the new  
discoveries show how much there is still to  
discover about our oceans.
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